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Milady's Standard Nail Technology, 6e Workbook has been made with detailed interactive
exercises to problem and stimulate learners. The workbook includes believed provoking and
intriguing questions, in addition to pages filled up with complicated puzzles, fun specifics,
interesting salon scenarios, and hands-on practice exercises that can help students master the
methods a nail technician use everyday in the salon.
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So you'll definitely need it for nail school but it's . I'm not really in a school simply self teaching
and I'm noticing them.. It's good enough!Seller review: came promptly and We didn't have any
problems receiving it. So you'll definitely require it for nail school but it's filled up with
grammatical errors, written for a 12 year old, and weirdly is just full of opinion rather than
factual or complex information. Over all the information is sub-par. Great book!! Is an excellent
book but has a lot of grammatical mistakes in it.. Other than that it is fantastic for me personally
to learn by. Recommend for anybody who had some experience with nails. So Many Errors I
have never had a text publication that contained so many errors. It's like they didn't even bother
to check it before sending it off to the publishers. Several typos but are certain to get you
through the state panel exam. Four Stars In decent condition Five Stars Helped me to study
Excellent Condition Got for wife, excellent condition and she is learning. Five Stars well put
together Five Stars The teacher really likes it. The book was great, it just took to long to come I ..
The book was great , it just took to long to come I was just a little disappointed of how longer it
took.. Four Stars Item received while prescribed. You can honestly learn more off of youtube.
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